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Abstract
The advent of high-tech journaling tools facilitates an
image to be manipulated in a way that can easily evade
state-of-the-art image tampering detection approaches. The
recent success of the deep learning approaches in different recognition tasks inspires us to develop a high confidence detection framework which can localize manipulated
regions in an image. Unlike semantic object segmentation
where all meaningful regions (objects) are segmented, the
localization of image manipulation focuses only the possible tampered region which makes the problem even more
challenging. In order to formulate the framework, we employ a hybrid CNN-LSTM model to capture discriminative features between manipulated and non-manipulated regions. One of the key properties of manipulated regions
is that they exhibit discriminative features in boundaries
shared with neighboring non-manipulated pixels. Our motivation is to learn the boundary discrepancy, i.e., the spatial structure, between manipulated and non-manipulated
regions with the combination of LSTM and convolution layers. We perform end-to-end training of the network to learn
the parameters through back-propagation given groundtruth mask information. The overall framework is capable
of detecting different types of image manipulations, including copy-move, removal and splicing. Our model shows
promising results in localizing manipulated regions, which
is demonstrated through rigorous experimentation on three
diverse datasets.

1. Introduction
With the availability of digital image editing tools, digital altering or tampering of an image has become very easy.
In contrast, the identification of tampered images is a very
challenging problem due to the strong resemblance of a
forged image to its original one. There are certain types
of manipulations such as copy-move, splicing, removal, that
can easily deceive the human perceptual system. Digital image forensics is an emerging important topic in diverse sci-
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Figure 1. The figure demonstrates the challenge of segmenting manipulated regions from an image. In this figure, we consider two
types of manipulation-(a) copy-clone, and (b) removal. In (a), semantic segmentation method such as CRF-RNN [60] tries to segment two seals in the image, whereas the proposed method segments only the copied seal (manipulated) from an image. In (b),
the detection of manipulated region is even harder - some part of
the image has been removed and filled with the neighboring regions. Deep learning based segmentation method [60] is not able
to segment removed objects, whereas our model is capable of localizing removed objects.

entific and security/surveillance applications. Most of the
existing methods have focused on classifying whether an
image is manipulated or not. However, there are few methods [51, 24, 13] that localize manipulated regions from an
image. Some recent works address the localization problem by classifying patches as manipulated. In this paper,
we propose a novel detection framework which is capable
of locating manipulation at patch as well as pixel level.
In image forensics, most of the state-of-the-art image
tamper detection approaches exploit the frequency domain
characteristics and/or statistical properties of an image.
Some of the common methods are DWT [34], SVD [41],
PCA [43], DCT [56]. The analysis of artifacts by multiple JPEG compressions is also utilized in [18, 56] to de-
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tect manipulated images, which are applicable only to the
JPEG formats. Recently, deep learning has become popular due to its promising performance in different visual
recognition tasks such as object detection [26, 8], scene
classification [62], and semantic segmentation [40]. There
have been a few recent works which exploit stacked autoencoders (SAE) [59], and convolutional neural networks
(CNN) [50, 9, 19] in order to detect tampered images.
Even though CNN has shown very promising performance
in understanding visual concepts such as object detection
and recognition, the detection of manipulated regions with
CNNs may not be best strategy because well manipulated
images usually do not leave any visual clue of alteration
[50], and resemble genuine images.
In semantic segmentation, deep learning models [40, 60,
7] exhibit good performance by learning hiearachical features of different objects in an image. Recent advances
in semantic segmentation involves coarse image representations, which are recovered by upsampling. However,
coarse representation introduces significant loss of information which might be important for learning manipulated regions. In contrast to semantic segmentation, manipulated
regions could be removed objects, or copied object from
other part of the image. Fig. 1 explains the challenge of segmenting manipulated regions in an image. In Fig. 1(a), image is tampered in such a way that the manipulated and nonmanipulated regions contain the same object (seal). Existing segmentation approaches will segment both of the objects. In addition, existing segmentation network fails to
catch the removed object from an image which is shown in
Fig. 1(b). However, our proposed model is able to segment
the manipulated regions with high accuracy as shown in the
last column of Fig. 1.
An image can be manipulated in many ways - removing
objects from an image, splicing and copy-clone. Most of the
existing forgery detection approaches focus on identifying a
specific tampering method (such as copy-move [17, 29, 35],
splicing [45]). Thus, these approaches might not do well for
other types of tampering. Moreover, it becomes infeasible
and unrealistic to assume that the type of manipulation will
be known beforehand. In real-life, image tamper detection
should be able to detect all types of manipulation rather than
focusing on a specific type.
Towards this goal of detecting and localizing manipulated image regions, we present a unified deep learning
framework in order to learn the patch labels (manipulated
vs non-manipulated) and pixel-wise segmentation jointly.
These two are intricately tied together, since patch classification can inform us about which pixels are manipulated,
and segmentation will determine whether a patch is manipulated or not. Our multi-task learning framework exploits
convolutional layers along with long-short term memory
(LSTM) cells. We perform end-to-end training to learn the

joint tasks through back-propagation using ground-truth
patch labels and mask information. The proposed model
shows promising results in localizing manipulated regions
at the pixel level, as well as in patch classification, which is
demonstrated on different challenging datasets.
Framework Overview: In this paper, our goal is to
localize the manipulated regions from an image. Given an
image, we first extract patches by sliding a windows across
the image. In our framework, the image patch is taken as
input and produces a patch label (manipulated or not) and
a segmentation mask as output. Our overall framework
consists of total 5 convolutional layers and an LSTM
network with 3 stacked layers. The proposed framework
is shown in Fig. 2. In the network, first two convolutional
layers are used to learn the low-level features, such as
edges and textures. After passing through two consecutive
convolutional layers, we have a 2D feature map which has
been divided into 8 by 8 blocks. These blocks are then
fed into the LSTM network discussed in the following
paragraph.
In computer vision, LSTMs are generally used to
learn the temporal context of a video or any sequence of
data. In this work, we use an LSTM to model the spatial
relationships between neighboring pixels. This is because
manipulation breaks the natural statistics of an image in
the manipulated boundary region. We send the blocks
of low level features obtained from second convolution
layer to the LSTM cells sequentially, e.g., first block goes
to first cell, second block to second cell, and so on. The
3-stacked LSTM layers produce the correlation features
between blocks. These features are then used to classify
patches using a softmax classifier, and passed to the series
of convolution layers.
Finally, we obtain the 2D map with confidence score
of each pixel using three consecutive convolutional layers
on top of the LSTM network. With the ground-truth
mask of manipulated regions we perform end-to-end
training to classify each pixel. We compute the joint loss
obtained at the patch classification layer and the final layer
of segmentation, which is then minimized by utilizing
back-propagation algorithm.
Main Contributions. Our main contributions are as
follows.
• In this paper, we propose a unified network for patch
classification and segmentation task using convolution
layers along with an LSTM network. To the best of our
knowledge, there is no prior work on joint pixel-wise
segmentation of manipulated regions and patch tamper
classification. The intricate relationship between the two,
as explained above, justifies this integrated approach.
• In the proposed network, both patch classification
and segmentation (pixel-wise classification) exploit the
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Figure 2. Overview of proposed framework for joint tasks- patch classification and manipulated region segmentation.

interdependence between them in order to improve both
of the recognition tasks. Our framework is capable of
localizing a manipulated region with high confidence,
which is demonstrated on three datasets.

2. Related Work
The field of image forensics comprises of diverse areas to
detect manipulation including resampling detection, JPEG
artefacts, detection of copy-move operations, splicing, and
object removal. We will briefly discuss some of them below.
In the past decades, several techniques have been proposed to detect resampling in digital images [52, 47, 23]. In
most cases, it is assumed to be done using linear or cubic
interpolation. In [52], the authors exploit periodic properties of interpolation by the second-derivative of the transformed image for detecting image manipulation. To detect
resampling on JPEG compressed images, the authors added
noise before passing the image through the resampling detector and showed that adding noise aids in detecting resampling [47]. In [22, 23], a feature is derived from the normalized energy density and then SVM is used to robustly
detect resampled images. Some recent approaches [27, 33]
have been proposed to reduce JPEG artefacts left by compression. In [5, 54], feature based forensic approaches have
been presented in order to detect manipulation in an image.
In order to detect copy-move forgeries, an image is first
divided into overlapping blocks and some sort of distance
measure or correlation is used to determine blocks that have
been cloned. Some recent works [35, 31, 30, 4] tackle the
problem of identifying and localizing copy-move manipulation. In [35], the authors used an interesting segmentation
based approach to detect copy move forgeries. They first divided an image into semantically independent patches and
then performed keypoint matching among these patches. In
[20], a patch-match algorithm is used to efficiently compute
an approximate nearest neighbor field over an image. They
further use invariant features such as Circular Harmonic
transforms and show robustness over duplicated blocks that
have undergone geometrical transformations.

In [45], an image splicing technique has been proposed
using visual artifacts. A novel image forgery detection
method is presented in [46] based on the steerable pyramid
transform (SPT) and the local binary pattern (LBP). The paper [28] includes the recent advances in image manipulation
and discusses the process of restoring missing or damaged
areas in an image. In [6], the authors review the different
image forgery detection techniques in image forensic literature. However, in computer vision, there has been a growing
interest to detect image manipulation by applying different
computer vision and machine learning algorithms.
Many methods have been proposed to detect seam carving [53, 25, 39] and inpainting based object removal [58,
18, 37]. Several approaches exploit JPEG blocking artifacts
to detect tampered regions [38, 21, 42, 12, 13]. In computer vision, deep learning shows outstanding performance
in different visual recognition tasks such as image classification [62], and semantic segmentation [40]. In [40], two
fully convolution layers have been exploited to segment different objects in an image. The segmentation task has been
further improved in [60, 7]. These models extract hierarchical features to represent the visual concept, which is useful
in object segmentation. Since, the manipulation does not
exhibit any visual change with respect to genuine images,
these models do not perform well in segmenting manipulated regions.
Recent efforts, including [9, 10, 50, 15] in the manipulation detection task, exploit deep learning based models. These tasks include detection of generic manipulations [9, 10], resampling [11], splicing [50], and bootleg
[14]. In [49], the authors propose Gaussian-Neuron CNN
(GNCNN) for steganalysis. A deep learning approach to
identify facial retouching was proposed in [1]. In [59],
image region forgery detection has been performed using
stacked auto-encoder model. In [9], a new form of convolutional layer is proposed to learn the manipulated features
from an image. Unlike most of the deep learning based
image tampering detection methods which use convolution
layers, we present an unique network exploiting convolution layers along with an LSTM network.
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3. Network Architecture Overview
Image manipulation techniques such as copy-clone,
splicing, and removal are very common as they are very
difficult to authenticate due to their resemblance to its genuine images. The main goal of this work is to recognize
these manipulations at pixel and patch-level. Localization
of manipulated regions is a different problem than object
segmentation as tampered regions are not visually apparent.
For example, if an object is removed, the region may visually blend into the background, but needs to be identified as
manipulated. As another example, copy-move is a kind of
manipulation where one object is copied to another region
of the same image leading to two similar objects, one originally present, and another manipulated. However, only the
latter needs to be identified.
Fig. 3 shows the boundary region of manipulated and
non-manipulated block in a patch. From Fig. 3, we can
see that boundary regions of the manipulated patches are
affected, e.g. smoother boundary, when compared to nonmanipulated regions. When we zoom into the small cropped
region as shown in Fig. 3, we can see the difference between boundary of manipulated block (smoothed) and nonmanipulated region. The boundary shared between nonmanipulated and manipulated regions are sometimes intentionally made smoother so that no one can visually understand the artefacts seeing an image. Next, we will discuss
the details of our proposed architecture in order to recognize
and localize manipulated regions.

3.1. Model for Localizing Manipulated Regions
Here, we perform two tasks-(1) patch classification (manipulated vs non-manipulated), and (2) segmentation of manipulated regions from the patches. The proposed framework is shown in Fig. 2. The network exploits convolutional
layers along with an LSTM network to classify patches, and
to segment manipulated regions.
3.1.1

Convolutional Layers

Convolutional layers consist of different filters which have
learnable weights and biases. In the first layer, the network
will take a patch as input. Each patch has R,G,B value with
dimension of 64 × 64 × 3 (width, height, color channels).
In [61], it is shown that convolutional layers are capable of
extracting different features from an image such as edges,
textures, objects, and scenes. As discussed above, manipulation is better captured in the boundary of manipulated
regions. Thus, the low-level features are critical to identify
manipulated regions. The filters in convolutional layer will
create feature maps that are connected to the local region of
the previous layer. In the convolutional layers, we use kernel size of 5 × 5 × D, where D is the depth of a filter. D
has different values for different layers in the network. An
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Figure 3. The figure illustrates the boundary region of manipulated block (red) and non-manipulated block (green) in column
(a). Column (b) shows the corresponding ground-truth masks for
the manipulated images in column (a). Columns (c) and (d) are
the zoomed-in version of the red (manipulated) and green (nonmanipulated) blocks respectively, showed in (a). Here, we can
see that the boundary formation is different for non-manipulated
(sharp) and manipulated (smooth) regions.

element-wise activation is also utilized in the form of RELU
function, max(0, x).
The first convolution layer creates 16 feature maps.
Then, these feature maps are combined in the next convolution layer. We keep one feature map which will be divided
into blocks to send into the LSTM cells. The reason for
using one feature map is to reduce the network complexity,
but it could be changed depending on the size of the dataset.
The feature map has been divided into 8 by 8 blocks, which
are taken as input the LSTM cells. In Fig. 2, we can see that
second convolutional layer provides a two-dimensional feature map which can be denoted as Fc2 . The 8 by 8 block of
this feature map will be fed into the LSTM cells in order to
learn the boundary transformation, which will be discussed
in the Section 3.1.2.
The output feature from the LSTM network is used as
input to the later convolutional layers. These convolutional
layers learn the mapping between features of the boundary
transformation from the LSTM and the tampered pixels using the ground-truth mask. Unlike conventional CNNs, we
do not use pooling mechanism in every convolution layer
as it causes possible loss of information. We only use max
pooling in third convolution layer.
Motivated by the segmentation work presented in [40],
we also utilize two fully convolution layers (conv layer 4
and 5 as shown in Fig. 2) at the end. In [55, 40], segmentation networks represent features coarsely, which is finally
compensated by upsampling operation to match the dimension of the ground-truth mask. However, in contrast to these
approaches, we do not follow upsampling operation as it
might create additional distortion. In our network, the size
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of the feature map produced in different layers never goes
below the input patch size. Finally, after the last convolutional layer, we get 64×64×2 dimensional confidence map
of each pixel using the softmax function.
3.1.2

Long-Short Term Memory (LSTM) Network

In computer vision, an LSTM network has been used in
tasks where sequential information (context) can be exploited. In [48, 16], LSTMs are used to capture the dependency among a series of pixels. Manipulation distorts
the natural statistics of an image, especially in the boundary
region as shown in Fig. 3. In this paper, the LSTM network
is used to learn the correlation between the blocks in 2D
feature map provided by the second convolutional layer as
shown in Fig. 2. In order to utilize an LSTM, we first divide
the feature map Fc2 obtained from the second convolutional
layer into blocks. We split this into 8 × 8 blocks. Now, we
learn the logarithmic distance block dependency by feeding each block to each cell of the LSTM in a sequential
manner. The LSTM cells correlate neighboring blocks with
current block. In this work, we utilize 3 stacked layers, and
at each layer, 64 cells are used. In the last layer, each cell
provides 256 dimensional feature vector which is converted
to a 16 × 16 block. Finally, we concatenate all the blocks
to represent a 2D feature map Flstm in the same order as
we divided them, which is then used by the third convolutional layer. The key insight of using LSTM is to learn the
boundary transformation between different blocks, which
provides discriminative features between manipulated and
non-manipulated regions.
In the LSTM, information flow between the cells is controlled by three gates- (1) input gate, (2) forget gate, and (3)
output gate. Each gate has a value ranging from zero to one,
activated by a sigmoid function. Let us denote cell state and
output state as Ct and zt for current cell t. Each cell produces new candidate cell state C¯t . Using the previous cell
state Ct−1 and C̄t , we can write the updated cell state Ct as
Ct = ft ◦ Ct−1 + it ◦ C¯t

(1)

Here, ◦ denotes the pointwise multiplication. Finally, we
obtain the output of the current cell ht , which can be represented as
zt = ot ◦ tanh(Ct )
(2)
In Eqns. 1 and 2, i, f, o represent input, forget and output
gates.
3.1.3

Training the Network

Soft-max Layers. In the proposed network, we have two
softmax layers for the two tasks- patch classification and
segmentation (pixel-wise classification). Let us denote
the probability distribution over various classes as P (Yk )

which is provided by softmax classifier. Now, we can predict label by maximizing P (Yk ) with respect to k. The predicted label can be obtained by Ŷ = arg max P (Yk ).
k

Training Loss. In patch classification, patch labels are predicted at the end of the LSTM network as shown in Fig. 2.
Let us denote θp , which is a weight vector associated with
patch classification. We use cross entropy loss for patch
classification, which can be written as follows.
Mp N p
1 XX
✶(Y j = k) log(Y j = k|xj ; θp )
Lp (θp ) = −
Mp j=1
k=1

(3)
Here, ✶(.) is an indicator function, which equals to 1 if
j = k, otherwise it equals 0. Y j and xj imply the patch
label (manipulated or non-manipulated) and the feature of
the sample j. Mp is the number of patches.
Similarly, we can also compute a loss function for pixelwise classification. Let θs be the parameter vector corresponding to segmentation task. So, the cross entropy loss
can be computed as
Ms X
Ns
1 X
✶(Y m = n) log(Y m = n|ym ; θs )
Ms m=1 n=1
(4)
Here, Ms and Ns denote the total number of pixels, and the
number of class. y represents the input pixel. Now, we can
compute the joint loss from Eqns. 3 and 4, which can be
written as
L(θ) = Lp (θp ) + Ls (θs )
(5)

Ls (θs ) = −

Here, θ contains all the parameters involving in both patch
classication and segmentation tasks. We use adaptive moment estimation (Adam) [32] optimization technique in order to minimize the total loss of the network, shown in
Eqn. 5. After optimizing the loss function with all the examples, we learn the optimal set of parameters of the network.
With these optimal parameters, the network is able to predict patch labels as well as pixel-wise classification within
the patch given a test sample.

4. Experiments
In this section, we demonstrate our experimental results
for two tasks-(1) identification of tampered patch, and (2)
segmentation of manipulated regions given a patch. We
evaluate our proposed model on three datasets- NIST [3],
IEEE Forensics Challenge [2], COVERAGE [57].
Data Preparation. We train our models for patch classification and segmentation jointly. We choose three datasets
which provide ground-truth mask for manipulated region.
NIST [3] is a very challenging dataset, which includes
mainly three types of manipulation- (a) copy-clone, (b) removal, and (c) splicing. This recently released dataset includes images, which are tampered in a sophisticated way to
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beat current state-of-the-art detection techniques. We also
show our results on IEEE Forensics Challenge [2] and COVERAGE [57] datasets which provide ground-truth mask for
manipulation. As manipulated regions are small in number
compared to non-manipulated regions, we also perform data
augmentation in order to get rid of bias in training. As the
number of images in COVERAGE [57] is small, we finetune the model trained on NIST [3].
In data preparation, we first split the whole image dataset
into three subsets- training (65%), validation (10%) and
testing (25%). These subsets are chosen randomly. Then,
we extract patches from training images which are considered as training set. Similarly, we obtain validation and testing set in this process. To augment the manipulated patches,
we first obtain the bounding boxes using contour approximation method on ground-truth mask. We enlarge the box
by placing the whole manipulated region at the center to include more non-manipulated pixels in the patch. We also
consider slided version of these bounding box, which includes some part of the manipulated region. These patches
are useful for the LSTM to learn the transformation from
the manipulated region to non-manipulated region.
We use intersection over union (IoU) ratio between
ground-truth mask and a selected region to label a patch. If
a patch contains more than 12.5%(1/8) of the manipulated
pixels, we label it as manipulated. Labeling the patches
in this manner helps in learning the segmentation task better which will be discussed later in this section. As image and ground-truth mask are of same size, we can easily generate the ground-truth masks for the extracted image
patches. With these newly generated ground-truth masks
and patches, we train the whole network end-to-end.
Implementation Details. To train the model, we use
TensorFlow to define different layers of the network. To run
the experiment, we utilize multi-GPU setting. We use two
NVIDIA Tesla K80 GPUs in different sets of experiments.
Post-processing of Segmentation. Given a patch, our
network provides binary labels for patch and binary mask
for segmentation. To smooth the predicted binary mask,
we use Gaussian filtering technique. Next, we multiply the
predicted binary mask by predicted patch label. Patch classification reduces false positive pixels in the segmentation
at this stage. For example, in a non-manipulated patch, few
pixels are falsely positive, but at the same time we know
that the patch is non-manipulated with high confidence. We
can then remove those pixels from the localization results.
Evaluation Criterion. We ran a set of experiments
to evaluate our model. They are (1) performance of joint
learning, (2) comparison against other approaches, (3) performance with different layers and with different sizes of
feature maps, (4) effect of labeling a patch on segmentation
task, and (5) ROC curve and qualitative analysis.
Baseline Methods: We will compare our proposed ap-

proach with various baseline methods. All the baseline
methods have been implemented for different tasks- segmentation (S), patch classification (P) and joint task learning of both (J). The various baseline methods are described
below.
⋄ FCN : Fully convolutional network as proposed in [40].
⋄ S-LSTM-Conv3,4 : Segmentation network using LSTM
followed by two convolution layers (conv3 and conv4).
First two convolution layers have been removed.
⋄ S-LSTM-Conv: Segmentation network using LSTM followed by three convolution layers (conv3, conv4 and
conv5). First two convolution layers are not used.
⋄ S-Conv-LSTM-Conv: Proposed network as shown in
Fig. 2 for segmentation task only. Patch classification is
not considered.
⋄ P-LSTM: Patch classification using LSTM. No convolution layer is utilized.
⋄ P-Conv-LSTM: Patch classification using convolution layers (conv1 and conv2) followed by LSTM.
⋄ J-Conv-LSTM-Conv: Joint classification network as
shown in Fig. 2 for patch classification and segmentation.
Methods
P-LSTM
P-Conv-LSTM
J-Conv-LSTM

NIST [3]
81.05%
86.76%
89.38%

IEEE [2]
84.27%
86.05%
87.68%

COV [57]
73.28%
79.12%
80.06%

Table 1. Classification accuracy of patches (Manipulated vs Nonmanipulated)

Performance of Joint Learning. We evaluate our proposed model by training on three datasets - NIST [3], IEEE
Forensics Challenge [2], Coverage [57] datasets. Tables 1
and 2 show classification accuracy on patch classification and segmentation tasks. From the tables, we can observe that joint-task learning performs better than singletask learning due to strong correlation between patch classification and segmentation. Recognition on one task helps
in recognition of other task. From Table. 1, we can observe that the recognition accuracy of J-Conv-LSTM-Conv
(joint-task learning) exceeds the P-Conv-LSTM (singletask learning) by 2.62%, 1.65%, 0.94% on NIST [3], IEEE
Forensics Challenge [2] and Coverage [57] datasets respectively. Similarly, for segmentation of manipulted regions,
joint task improves the recognition accuracy by significant
margin (1.82%, 3.35%, 2.72% on NIST [3], IEEE Forensics Challenge [2] and Coverage [57], respectively) when
compared to single-task network.
Comparison against Other Approaches. We compare
our network with different baseline methods and other stateof-the-art approaches. One of the recent deep learning
based approaches for semantic segmentation is fully convolutional network (FCN) as proposed in [40]. We have implemented FCN with five layers (3 convolution and 2 fully con-
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Methods
FCN [40]
S-LSTM-Conv3,4
S-LSTM-Conv
S-Conv-LSTM-Conv
J-Conv-LSTM-Conv

NIST [3]
64.34%
74.43%
78.60%
82.78%
84.60%

IEEE [2]
74.04%
74.32%
77.67%

COV [57]
75.38%
78.42%
81.14%

Table 2. Segmentation accuracy on three datasets

Methods
Conv1-8f
Conv1-32f
LSTM-64h

Patch Classification
82.90%
78.03%
80.56%

Segmentation
80.88%
73.17%
76.16%

gions, IoU ratio is critical for segmenting a region. Even
though higher IoU ratio results in higher accuracy in tamper patch classification, it degrades the performance in segmentation task. Let us consider a patch which has 20% of
the pixels manipulated. The network will label this patch as
non-manipulated (with IoU 50% labeling), but we still have
to segment these 20% pixels from the patch in segmentation
task. Due to sharing of significant portion of the network (2
convolution layers along with the LSTM network) between
these two tasks, labeling with higher IoU ratio directly affects the segmentation task. Table. 4 shows the results of
joint-task learning on NIST [3] dataset for varying IoU ratio.

Table 3. Performance of the proposed network with varying size
of feature maps in different layer.

volution layers) on NIST [3] dataset. To avoid over-fitting,
we reduce the number of feature maps in each convolution
layer. From Table. 2, we can see that FCN does not perform well to learn the manipulated regions. It is because
the model tries to learn the visual concept/feature from an
image whereas manipulation of an image does not leave
any visual clue. We also compare against other baselines
as shown in Table 1 and 2. From the tables, we can see
that the proposed network outperforms other baselines in
performing both tasks.
Performance of Segmentation Network with Different Layers. We run an experiment by modifying the network with different convolution layers on NIST [3] dataset.
This study basically tells us how the convolution layers help
in segmenting task. Table. 2 shows the layer-wise analysis of the proposed network. We evaluate the performance
of baseline networks- S-LSTM-Conv3,4 , S-LSTM-Conv as
discussed above. As we can see in Table. 2, we obtain
higher accuracy with S-Conv-LSTM-Conv in segmentation
by adding two convolution layers at the front of S-LSTMConv network.
Study of Feature Map. In our proposed network, we
use first convolution layer(conv1) with 16 feature maps. We
also try with varying number of feature maps such as (1)
Conv1-8f : conv1 with 8 maps, (2) Conv1-32f : conv1 layer
with 32 feature maps. In the LSTM, each cell produces
256 dimensional feature vector at the third-stacked layer to
achieve 128 by 128 map, which is used as input to conv3
layer (please see Sec. 3.1.2 for details). We vary the size of
this feature to 64 in LSTM-64h, which generates 64 by 64
feature map before conv3 layer. Results of all these network
have been shown in Table. 3.
Effect of Labeling a Patch on Segmentation Task. In
contrast to object detection method where IoU overlap with
more than 50% is considered as correct detection, we consider the IoU overlap with 12.5% in order to label the patch
as manipulated. Since we aim to localize manipulated re-

Methods
IoU-0.5
IoU-0.125

Patch Classification
96.56%
89.38%

Segmentation
75.32%
84.60%

Table 4. The effect of labeling a patch with different IoU ratio on
patch classification and segmentation.

ROC Curve of Recognition. Figs. 4(a,b,c) show the
ROC plots of the two tasks- patch classification and segmentation, on NIST [3], IEEE Forensics Challenge [2],
Coverage [57] datasets respectively. We also provide the
area under the curve (AUC) results in Table 5. We compare our segmentation approach with other state-of-the art
approaches on NIST [3] in terms of AUC as illustrated in
Table 6. From this table, we can see that our network outperforms state-of-the-art approaches by very large margin.
Dataset
NIST [3]
Forensic [2]
Coverage [57]

Patch Classification
0.9390
0.8938
0.7238

Segmentation
0.7641
0.7238
0.6137

Table 5. Area under the curve (AUC) for the ROC plots as shown
in Fig. 4

Methods
DCT Histograms [38]
ADJPEG [13]
NADJPEG [13]
PatchMatch [20]
Error level analysis [42]
Block Features [36]
Noise Inconsistencies [44]
Our approach

AUC score
0.545
0.5891
0.6567
0.6513
0.4288
0.4785
0.4874
0.7641

Table 6. Comparison of AUC on NIST 2016 dataset

Qualitative Analysis of Segmentation. In Fig. 5, we
provide some examples showing segmentation results produced by the proposed network. The examples are taken
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(a) NIST [3]

(b) IEEE Forensics Challenge [2]

(c) COVERAGE [57]

Figure 4. ROC Curve on three datasets for patch classification and pixel-wise classification (segmentation). AUC is provided in Table 5

Manipulated Image

Ground-truth

Proposed Model

Manipulated Image

(a)

Manipulated Image

Ground-truth

Ground-truth

Proposed Model

(b)

Proposed Model

Manipulated Image

(c)

Manipulated Image

Ground-truth

Ground-truth

Proposed Model

(d)

Proposed Model

Manipulated Image

(e)

Ground-truth

Proposed Model

(f)

Figure 5. Some of the segmentation examples. Images are taken from three datasets.

from NIST [3], IEEE Forensics Challenge [2], Coverage
[57] datasets. The manipulation examples are generated
by copy-clone, splicing and removal techniques. The segmentation results are generated after post-processing as discussed before. As we can see from the Fig. 5, the predicted
mask can locate different types of manipulation from an image. More such examples will be provided in supplementary material.

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we present a unified framework for joint
patch classification and segmentation to localize manipulated regions from an image. We exploit the interdepen-

dency between patch recognition and segmentation in order to improve both recognition tasks. Our detailed experiments showed that our approach could efficiently segment
various types of manipulations including copy-move, object
removal and splicing.
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